In 1995 a method called Reversed Duplicate Removal (RDR) was introduced in Christensen and Ingwersen (1995) , and it was further enhanced in Ingwersen and Christensen (1997) . The RDR-method enables performing analyses of the overlap consisting of identical documents held in different files when performing online isolation and analyses of datasets.
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In cross-files searching removal of duplicates is crucial for any subsequent analysis not to mention that the duplicates themselves can be of great interest as pointed out by Pao (1994) . The duplicates are removed by an algorithm provided by Dialog called remove duplicates (RD) which removes records with identical author and title. When removing the duplicates the file order is important as the records retained is determined by the file order. The duplicate removal in a reversed order is the foundation of the principle of RDR. The procedure isolates the overlap between files. When done in reversed order the overlap can be held in either of the files in crossfiles searching.
The procedure of RDR by Ingwersen and Christensen can be illustrated by using elementary set operations. Furthermore, it can be simplified such that fewer commands need to be executed in order to isolate the overlaps. The illustration shown here is done for only two sets of documents but the point extents to any finite number of sets.
Consider records from files A and B, which consist of records only in file A (A\B), records only in file B (B\A) and overlap records found in both file A ({ a A , b A , c A , …, n A }) and file B ({ a B , b B , c B , …, n B }). When performing Dialog's set-command a union of the two sets including the duplicates from both A and B is formed:
However, as mentioned above the file order determines which records that are retained when using the duplicate removal algorithm. When the files are ordered using the "set A,B"-ordering the records retained are C A = A\B ∪ B\A ∪ { a A , b A , c A , …, n A }, i.e. all records from file A (including the overlap) together with the records from file B which are not part of the overlap. Similarly, when the files are ordered with "set B,A" the records retained are C B = A\B ∪ B\A ∪ { a B , b B , c B , …, n B }.
According to the Ingwersen and Christensen-procedure, isolation of the overlaps proceeds by using Dialog's from-command on the sets C A and C B , which is the same as finding the intersection of the sets. When isolating the overlap from file A, records from this file are extracted from both C A and C B . Hence, The overlap from file A is finally found by using DIALOG's not-command, which is the same as set subtraction: { a A , b A , c A , …, n A }. A similar procedure should be followed in order to find the overlap from file B. Thus a total number of 9 Dialog-commands must be executed before the overlaps from both files have been isolated. When inspecting the above operations it is clear, however, that the same result can be achieved using only 5 commands. Instead of using the from-command and finding the intersections of C A and C B with the original files A and B, subtracting C B directly from C A will yield the overlap from file A: This letter has shown that the Reversed Duplicate Removal-procedure suggested by Ingwersen and Christensen (1995) can be simplified. Only 5 commands need to be executed in order to isolate the overlaps from 2 files compared to 9 commands in the original procedure. The key point in the argument was that when using the duplicate removal algorithm in Dialog, the duplicates from each of the two sets are retained in the search. By comparing the two sets, only one set of duplicates remains.
